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SOME ASPECTS OF MONETARY TARGETING IN INDIA 

Sanghamitra Sahu* 
B Kamaiah** 

Abstract 

This study highlights the relevance of monetary targeting in India by 
looking at the stabiliry of money demand function. Employing cO-integration 
techniQues the study concludes that despite financial liberalisation that has 
been taking place in India. the money demand function has been found to be 
stable. 

I. Introduction 

During the 50s and 60s. most developed countries experienced a 
low rate of inflation. a low level of unemployment and hence economic stabiliry. 
But. in contrast. the 70s had experienced instabiliry characterised by high and 
varying rates of inflation leading to a macro-economic diseQuilibrium with 
inflationary pressure. The efficacy of the monetary policy to fight inflation and 
unemployment. however. was great!y constrained by the system of fIXed exchange 
rate. The e~ternal constraints kept the central banks from taking any measures 
to stabilise the domestic economy. In 1973. with the high pressure of inflation 
the central banks of those countries recommended for the suspension of the 
Bretton-Wood System of fixed exchange rate. Freed from external constraints 
and trying to bring the inflation rates under control in order to achieve greater 
stabiliry in output growth. one country after another adopted Quantitative targets 
for the growth rate of money supp~ as the nominal anchor for monetary policy. 
By mid 80s. however monetary targeting began to be modified and some 
countries even abandoned it altogether. In India. monetary targeting was adopted 
in the mid 80s following the recommendations of the Chakravar~)' Committee. 
The experience of India with monetary targeting shows that in most of the 
years. the actual growth rate of money supp!y has exceeded the announced 
targets. Furthermore. there has not been any significant improvement in respect 
of controlling the inflation rate. although the variabiliry of inflation came down 
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significant!y. With increasing financial innovations. the RBI is now aiming at 
interest rate targeting on the ground that the money demand function might 
exhibit instabilities. Against this background. the present study attempts to 
ana!Yse the relevance of monetary targeting in India by examining the money 
demand function during the period 1985:04 through 1998:03. We divide the 
study period into two parts: one spanning 1985:04 through 1991 :06 and the 
second spanning 199 I :07 through 1998:03 to assess the impact of different 
reforms taking place after liberalisation in the financial sector. The rest of the 
study is organised into four sections. Section II brings out the rationale for 
money supp!y targets. Section III ana!Yses the experience of monetary targeting 
in India. Section IV comprises of the empirical ana!,ysis and section V concludes 
the study. 

II. Rationale for Monetary Targeting 

Monetary policy aims at attaining desired goals of output maximisation 
with price stabili~ by manipulating the policy instruments which are under the 
direct control of the monetary authorio/. However. the successful implementation 
of the monetary policy necessitates the structure of the economy to be known 
to the policy makers and the effect of the policy on the goal variables to be 
observable immediate!y. But. in fact. the structure is unknown to the policy 
makers as there are many different characterisations of the structure of the 
economy and the goal variables are observable on!y after a considerable lag. 
Hence. the effect of the policy can on!y be observed after the policy has been 
pursued for some time. The union of these two problems leads to the need for 
the use of intermediate target variables such as interest rates. monetary 
aggregates. exchange rate in monetary policy. since these variables are viewed 
as close!y related to the goal variables and readi!y affected by the policy 
instruments. Since the target variable is close!)' related to the goal variable, it is 
assumed that the effect of the policy on the target variable will be consistent 
with the effect on the goal variables. With the use of a target variable, the 
impact of exogenous changes may be corrected by simp!y manipulating the 
instrument operation to make the target variable reach its desired level. Hence 
the goal variables will not be affected by the exogenous changes. However, the 
prime problem has been the choice of talget variable, that is, whether to use 
price variable such as the interest rates or Quantio/ variables like monetary 
aggregates as intermediate targets. This problem was addressed under the 
targets and instruments literature initiated by Poole ( 1970) by using the IS-LM 
framework and under the . rules versus discretion' literature initiated by Simons 
(1936). 

Poole (1970), developed a theoretical model using the IS-LM 
framework to ana!Yse the targeting problem. According to Poole's ana!Ysis, the 
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choice of targets depends on the relative stability of the real (IS) and monetary 
sector (LM) of the economy. He showed that when the IS (LM) curve is more 
stable. then interest rate (monetary aggregate) would be the proper intermediate 
target. However. he argued for the use of a combination policy of interest rate 
and monetary targets. keeping in view the general instability in both the sectors. 
Holbrook and Shapiro (1970). again using the same model. considered the 
problem of selecting an appropriate target. They concluded that if the monetary 
sector (real sector) is sufficient!y stable. the money supp!y (interest rate) should 
be preferred over other targets. Similar!>'. Waud (1973). using the IS-LM 
framework arrived at the same conclusions as of Poole. He also further ana!Ysed 
the choice of targets when the prices are not rigid. and found that in this case. 
real money and real interest rate should be used as targets. Cacy ( 1978) argued 
that money supp!y (interest rate) would be a better target if the demand for 
money function (demand for investment and saving function) is stable. He also 
ana!Ysed that instrument choice depends on the sensitivity of the demand for 
money and investment to changes in the interest rate. He concluded that money 
supp!y (interest rate) can be used as an intermediate target if the money demand 
is sensitive (insensitive) and investment is insensitive (sensitive) to changes in 
interest rate. He also favoured the use of a combination policy. Sellon and 
Teigen (1981). by using the aggregate supp!y and aggregate demand curves. 
examined the targeting problem taking into account the types of disturbances 
that occur in the economy. They concluded that for a spending disturbance. 
aggregate targets are superior to interest rate targets. In contrast. interest rate 
targets are preferred in case of portfolio disturbances. For money supp!y 
disturbances. either an interest rate or a monetary aggregate can be used as 
the intermediate target. In case of supp!y side shocks. if innation (stabilising 
real income) is the goal variable. then monetary aggregates (interest rates) are 
better targets. 

Thus. although the instruments and targets literature does not provide 
a strong case for use of monetary targets as targets from the above studies. the 
stability of the LM curve. i.e .. stability of the money demand function emerges 
as the prereQuisites for the use of monetary aggregates as intermediate targets. 
The stable money demand function would help in predicting the changes in 
income. price and interest rates due to change in money supp!y. thus making it 
a better target. This has become the basis for the wide!>' accepted proposition 
for the use of monetary targets. 

Another line of literature based on monetary rules suggests that 
money supp!y should be controlled. The idea of monetary rules stipulates that 
authorities are not allowed to carry out whatever policies they deem to be best 
suited at the time. By pursuing a monetary rule. discretionary actions of 
monetary authorities. which may be inappropriate. can be prevented. ThLs line 
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of thinking was initiated by Simons (1936). whose main emphasis was on 
nulli~ng inappropriate political pressure on the monetary authorities. Friedman 
(1960) also argued for a monetary rule because the discretionary policy could 
be destabilising in the wake of the lags in implementation and operation of the 
monetary policy. He further argued that monetary authority should target those 
variables that it can control. Thus he indirect!y showed that the interest rate 
cannot be used as a target and proposed a constant growth rate of money 
supp!y. 

Several studies. based on the rational expectation model. argued in 
favour of monetary targeting when a rule-based monetary policy is followed. 
Wicksell ( 1 90 I). argued for the use of monetary targeting and showed that an 
interest rate rule would make the price level indeterminate. He ana!Ysed that 
under an interest rate rule the public expects that the authorities would supp~y 
whatever nominal money stock is reQuired to maintain the interest rate. So any 
exogenous shock to the price level will be matched by the money stock to make 
the price level stable. But. since there is no way to forecast the expected price 
level. under an interest rate rule. the price level would be indeterminate. Sargent 
and Wallace (1975) also reached the same conclusion by ana~ing the target 
problem in the rational expectation literature. They argued that the current 
behaviour and price level depend on the expected price level. But with an 
interest rate rule. the expected price level cannot be determined. making the 
entire time path of the price level indeterminate. 

There are also economists who provided some explanation for the 
use of money supp!y targets. For instance. Volcker ( 1978) argued for the use 
of money supp!y targets to curb innation. He ana~ed that in a period of 
innation the nominal interest rate gives ambiguous signals on the stance of the 
monetary policy and therefore it is very difficult to judge the impact of the 
central bank action on the real interest rate. Again. monetary policy is also 
affected by the expectations orthe public about inflation. Hence. he concluded 
that monetary target can be used as a useful tool of communication to the 
public. as the relationship between money and inflation is readi!y understood. 
The announcement of targets has an impact on stabiliSing the expectation of 
the public and thus helps in the successful implementation of the monetary 
policy. Also. he argued that it would act as a diSCipline on the monetary 
authorities. Freeman ( 1981) held the view that setting monetary growth target 
implies that it puts the main emphasis on what the central bank can and should 
do. if the aim is to bring price stabilio/ Foot (1981) argued that the stable 
money demand function wou)d provide the necessary ground for the use of 
money supp!y targets and also the announcement of targets has a psychological 
effect on both the financial ~nd the real markets. Corden ( 1981) explained that 
with positive inflationary expectations. the nominal interest rates could give 
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false signals on the happenings of the real sector. In this case. the real interest 

rate can be used as a target but the non-availability of data on the real interest 

rate would make money supp!y a better target. Mishkin ( 1999) argued that in 

case of monetary targeting. information on whether the central bank is achieving 

its targets is known almost immediate!y. thus sending immediate signals to 

both the public and the market to keep inflation under control. 

The emergence of monetary targeting was main!y due to the 

breakdown of the Bretton-Wood system. But the presence of stable money 

demand function in the seventies and the difficulties in targeting interest rate 

during high inflation provided the necessary background for the adoption of 

monetary targets. German)' became the first advanced economy to adopt 

monetary targeting in 1974. It was followed by the USA. Switzerland and 

Canada in 1975. In 1976. the UK. France and Australia followed suit. But. by 

mid- eighties most of the developed countries moved away from monetary 

targeting approach and adopted the interest rate and exchange rate mechanism. 

In more recent years. the developed countries have opted for inflation targeting 

approach. The experience of the developed countries shows that there has 

been a substantial decline in the inflation rate and also in its variability during 

the targeting period. But in terms of the authorities abiliy to attain the target 

level. the experience has been poor. Monetary targeting has been less successful 

in some of these countries (USA. Canada. and UK) because it was not pursued 

serious!y. But more important!y. the money demand function became more 

unstable owing to the high level of financial innovations that took place in 

developed countries. Additional!y. with the opening of the economy. the large 

capital flows made the control of monetary aggregate more difficult. The 

monetary targeting approach was on!y successful in Germany and Switzerland 

but the approach was very much different from the Friedman type of monetary 

rule. 

III. Monetary Targeting in India 

In the 1 980s. the opening up of the Indian economy called for a 

review of the functioning of the monetary system in India. According!y. in 

1982. the Chakravarty Committee was set up to review the structure and 

operation of the monetary system in India. The committee found that the 

money demand function was stable in India and the overriding objective of the 

monetary policy was to control inflation. Also. the committee found evidence 

for the proposition that the rate of inflation is direct!>' related to the long-run 

growth of money supp!y. According!y. it was concluded that to control inflation. 

money supp!y should be regulated. Also. it recommended that to control 

inflation the RBI should adopt the intermediate targeting path with broad money 

aggregate as the target. 
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Following the recommendations of the Chakravarty Committee. 
monetary targeting was adopted in India since the mid 19805 in much contrast 
to the general abandonment of monetary targeting in most of the developed 
countries. But the monetary targeting approach recommended by the committee 
differs from the monetary targeting pursued by the developed countries in that 
it was not based on the Friedman-type monetary rule: rather it was a flexible 
one which was to be fIXed in ranges. Also the committee recommended monetary 
targeting with feedback and the same to be emanated from the real sector. To 
justi~ the recommendations for monetary targeting in India. Chakravaro/ (1986). 
pointed out that. "unlike the case of rigid monetarist approach to targeting in 
which the other sectors of the economy expected to bear the burden of 
adjustment. monetary targeting with feedback as recommended by committee 

• is aimed at facilitating the smooth functioning of the other sectors of the 
economy. .. 

Rangarajan (1997) also argued in favour of using monetary targeting 
as he found that the money demand function in India was a stable function of 
select variables such as income and interest rate and it could be used to 
reasonab!>, predict inflation. The extent and pace of financial innovation in 
India are not such as to affect the stabili~ of money demand behaviour. Also. 
he argued that the money supp!y target is well understood by the pUblic and 
provides unambiguous!>, the stance of monetary policy. He concluded that the 
interest rate targeting becomes a possible course of action on!>' when the 
inflation rate remains in a narrow range. 

The experience of India with monetary targeting for the past I 3 years 
shows that in most of the years the growth rate of money supp!>' exceeded the 
targeted growth rate. Also. in case of inflation management there was no 
Significant improvement as it remained at 8. 1 % during the targeting period in 
contrast to 8.8% during the decade preceding the targeting period. Nevertheless. 
there was a significant decline in the variability of inflation rate. The persistence 
of excess liQuidity and the inability to control the targeted level of money supp~v 
raises doubts about the stabili~ of money demand function and the controllabili~y 
of monetary aggregates. With the ongOing financialliberalisation and emergence 
of financial instruments with innovative features. the general expectation is that 
the money demand function would be more unstable as happened in the case 
of developed countries. Also. with increasing capital flows due to the opening 
up of the economy. controllabili~ of monetary aggregates becomes more 
difficult. In this context. the study of Ramachandran ( 1996) assumes enough 
Significance. He concluded that the simple sum narrow monetary aggregate 
(M I) has a relative!y stable demand function with better forecasting abili~Y 

compared to divisia and other simple sum aggregates. Hence. M 1 should be 
used as the intermediate- target. In contrast, Vasudevan (1998)...flrgued that 
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though the demand for narrow money function might turn out to be fair!>' 
stable even in most of the developed economies. not much purpose would be 
served from the policy perspective as time liabilities form a major proportion of 
bank liabilities in India. A recent study by Mohanry and Mitra ( 1999) though 
found the demand for broad money (M3) to be fair!>' stable. argued that with 
the high level of capital nows in recent times. it may be difficult to control the 
monetary aggregate to the target level. 

The above discussion reveals that it has been a matter of debate as 
to whether the monetary targeting should be continued or not in the wake of 
the ongoing reforms taking place in the financial sector. Also. very few studies 
have been undertaken in India to examine its relevance in the post Iiberalisation 
period. Since the stabilio/ of the money demand function forms the core of the 
monetary targeting strategy. the present study attempts to examine the stabilio/ 
of money demand function for both the narrow and broad money aggregates. 

IV. Empirical Analysis 

The present study uses the cointegration techniQue to examine the 
long-run relationship among the variables under!>'ing the money demand 
function. The study is based on the period from 1985 through 1998 and two 
of its sub periods viz. 1985-91 and 1991-98. The choice of the second sub
period is guided by the liberalisation of the Indian economy in 199 I. The data 
used are month!>, and comprise of money supp~- both narrow and broad 
aggregates. month~ weighted average call money rate. Index of Industrial 
Production (liP), and Wholesale Price Index (WPI). Here. it may be noted that 
liP is used as a proxy for GOP as the latter is not available on a month!>' basis 
and the call money rate is used to represent the opportunity cost of holding 
money. 

Following the standard specification. money demand function is given as: 

RMt = ~O + ~ t In Yt + ~2 In Rt + £t 

where. RM represents real money balances (M I or M3), Y is the real income. 
which is represented by liP. and R is the rate of interest for which the month~ 
weighted average call money rate is used. Here. all the variables are measured 
in their log levels. 

A direct OlS estimation of the above eQuation for the full sample is 
made and the results thereof are rePorted in tables I and 2 for M I and M3 
respective!y. For both the money demand specifications. the results show good 
statistical fit as evidenced by high-adjusted R2. The income elasticity of real 
money demand is also provided by coefficients of 1I1P which is 0.98 in case of 
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the narrow money and 1.05 in case of broad money. This seems to be a good 

estimate as the income elasticiry is near uniry. Though the call money rate has 

the expected value both for real narrow and broad money. it happens to be 
insignificant. Hence. for the full sample the call money rate is not to be concluded 

as the opportuniry cost for holding money. 

But for the sub sample periods. though high R2 shows a good 

statistical fit for both real narrow and broad money. the income elasticiry is 

found to be Quite low: 0.65 on an average for M I in both the periods and the 

same for M3 is 0.78. The coefficients for call money rate are found Significant 

for both the money demand and in both the periods even at I per cent level. 

The reason for it may be due to the smaller sample size. The low OW statistic 

across the sample periods signals for a possible spurious relationship due to 

the probable presence of first order autocorrelation. This may be interpreted 

as evidencing the non-stationary nature of data and hence calls for unit root 

tests of the variables and application of cointegration techniQues to establish a 

long-run eQuilibrium relationship. It has been noted by Miller ( 199 I ). that OW 

cannot be too low as it implies no cOintegration; however. results provided in 

tables I and 2 show that the OW values exceed the critical value of 0.5 I I (at 

1 per cent level) tabulated by Engle and Granger (1987) which may evidence 

the presence of a long-run eQuilibrium relationship among variables and hence 

cOintegration must be applied. 

The unit root tests name!>'. Dicky-Fuller (OF). Augmented Dicky

Fuller (AOF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) are conducted to check the stationar.y 

properry of data as well as to check the order of integration. These results are 

provided in tables 3 through 5. From table 3. the results for the full sample 

period show that in the log levels of the series the null hypothesis of unit root 

cannot be rejected even at a 10 per cent level except in the case of call money 

rate which is found to be stationary. However. the null hypothesis of the unit 

root is rejected for all the variables in their first difference and hence concluded 

that RM I. RM3 and L1IP are integrated of order I. that is. I( I). 

However. the result differs in case of two sub-sample periods. In 

both the periods, all the four variables are found to be non-stationary in their 

log levels since the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at 10 per cent and all 

the difference series are stationary as the null hypothesis is rejected even at I 

per cent level. Thus. all the four series RM 1 . RM3. LlIP and lCALl are found 

to be integrated of order I. . 

After ascertaining the order ofintegration of each variable. we proceed 

to the Engle-Granger two-step procedure to check for the presence of a long

run eQuilibrium relationship. It may be noted here that for the full sample. the 

lCAll variable must necessari!y be dropped as it is found to be 1(0}..but the 
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same is included in both the sub-sample periods. Table 6 reports the Engle
Granger cointegration for both narrow and broad money demand relationships 
for both full-sample and sub-sample periods respective~. The comparison of 
the DF test statistic for the residuals of money demand function confirms that 
both M 1 and M3 demand functions show the presence of long-run eQuilibrium 
relationships. 

The results from the Johansen maximum likelihood cOintegration tests 
for the real money. liP and LCALL are given in tables 7 and 8. Table 7 shows 
the cointegration tests for real narrow money for three sample periods. The 
trace statistics show that the null hypothesis that the variables are not 
cOintegrated (r=O) against the alternative of one or more cointegrating vectors 
(r>O) is rejected for all the sample periods. For the full sample period. the 

Amax statistic shows the presence of a single cOintegrating vector as the null 
hypothesis of r = 1 is not rejected. For the period 1985:04 to 1991 :06 the 
trace test rejects the null hypothesis of r < I against r > I at 1 0 per cent level 

but Amax statistics is not able to reject the null hypothesis of r = I at even 
10 per cent level and thus there is a single cOintegrating vecto"r. For the per'iod 
1991 :07 to 1998:03, trace statistic rejects the null hypothesis of r < 1 against 

r > I as well as Amax statistic rejects the null hypothesis of r = 1 against the 
alternative of r = 2 but the null hypothesis of r = 2 is not rejected which thus 
shows the presence of two cointegrating vectors. 

In case of real broad money the same results are reported. The 

comparison of trace and Amax values with respective critical values shows 
that there is a single cOintegrating vector for the period 1985:04 to 1998:03 
and 1985:04 to 1991:06. while two cOintegrating vectors are reported for 
the sample period 1991 :07 to 1998:03 at Sper cent level of significance. But 

the comparison of Amax at I Oper cent level shows that for this period the null 
hypothesis of r = 2 is rejected against the alternative of r = 3. thereby showing 
presence of three cointegrating vectors. 

The presence of cOintegrating vectors shows that there exists a long
run relationship between the variables concerned. The estimated cOintegrating 
vectors of the respective money demand functions with regard to lllP and 
lCALL gives the elasticiry coefficients which are shown in table 9. The income 
elasticiry is close to uniry in the case of narrow money for the full-sample 
period and exceeds uniry in the case of the sub-sample periods. The call money 
rate has the expected signs across aggregates and in both sample periods. The 
income e1asticiry is about 1.3 in the case of broad money across the sample 
periods. But since a cOintegrating vector mere~ represents a long-run stable 
relationship among joint!>' endogenous variables. in general. they cannot be 
interpreted as structural eQuations. ConseQUent!>' neither of the cointegrating 
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vectors necessari!y represents either the long-run demand for money or long
run supp!y of money. However. a stable long-run demand for money implies 
that there is a stable long-run relationship between the real money. real income 
and interest rate. ConseQuent!y. these results are consistent with the proposition 
that the long-run demand for money is stable. although they may not be estimates 
of the long-run money demand function itself. 

v. Concluding Remarks 

This study brings out the relevance of monetary targeting in India by 
examining the stabiliry of the money demand function. The results show that 
there exists a long-run relationship for both narrow and broad money aggregates 
even after liberalisation. thereby imp!Ying that monetary targeting could be 
continued. However. since the stabiliry tests of the money demand functions 
are sensitive to the choice of the sample period as well as the variables. these 
ftndings may be considered tentative. Of late. the RBI is contemplating targeting 
interest rates on the ground that the money demand function would be unstable. 
But there are difficulties in adopting interest rate targeting. As Vasudevan 
(1998) argued. in a developing economy like India where financial markets are 
not ful!y integrated. it is difficult to exact!>' select a rate of interest that could be 
regarded as a benchmark for the market interest rates. In the presence of a 
high inflation rate. targeting the interest rate would send out wrong signals 
from the monetary sector. Hence. the practical course of action would be to 
continue with monetary targeting. 

TABLE 1 
Simple OLS Regression Results for RM1 as Dependent Variable 

PERIOD CONS· LIIP LCALL R2 D-W 
TANT Statis-

tics 

1985:04 -1998:03 0.94 0.98 -0.003 
(7.59) (42.45) (-0.26) 0.92 1.19 

1985:04 -1991 :06 2.25 0.64 0.15 
(I 1.09) ( 14.39) (5.90) 0.87 1.50 

1991 :07 -1998:03 2.18 0.66 0.16 
(11.13) (15.30) (6.66) 0.88 1.5 I 

Note: figures in parentheses represent respective t ratios. 
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TABLE 2 
Simple OLS Regression Results for RM3 as Dependent Variable 

PERIOD CONS- LIIP LCALL R2 D-W 
TANT Statistics 

1985:04 -1998:03 1.61 1.05 -0.023 
(12.94) (45. J 5) (- J .80) 0.92 1.26 

1985:04 -1991 :06 2.69 0.78 0.12 
( 11.33) ( 14.84) (3.86) 0.85 1.39 

1991 :07 -1998:03 2.64 0.79 0.12 
(11.68) (I S .82) (4.47) 0.86 , .41 

Note: figures in parentheses represent respective t ratios. 

TABLE 3: Unit Root Tests for Sample Period 1985:04 -1998:03 

Levels First Differences 

VARIABLES OF ADF pp OF ~ ADF pp 

RMI -0.36 -0.53(4) -0.35(4) -9.75 -6.88(4) -9.47(4) 

RM3 -0.16 -0.22(4) -0.14(4) -10.72 -6.45(4) -10.57(4) 

lIIP -2.02 -1.19(4) -1.52(4) -19.83 -7.75(4) -20.67(4) 

lCAll -4.94 -3.18(2) -4.70(4) -15.67 -7.32(4) -17.14(4) 

TABLE 4: Unit Root Tests for Sample Period 1985:04 - 1991:06 

Levels First Differences 

VARIABLES OF ADF pp OF ADF pp 

RMI -0.39 -0.72(4) -0.39(4) -7.06 -5.02(4) -6.92(4) 

RM3 -1.44 -1.70(4) -1.49(4) -8.06 -4.67(4) -8.04(4) 

1I1P -2.69 -1.97(4) -2.41 (4) -13.32 -4.58(8) -14.24(4) 

lCALl -1.99 -1.60(4) -1.35(4) -9.17 -6.89(4) -10.60(4) 
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TABLE 5: Unit Root Tests for Sample Period 1991 :07 - 1998:03 

Levels First Differences 

VARIABLES OF ADF pp OF ADF pp 

RMI -0.52 -1.02(4) -0.5 I (4) -6.81 -5.17(4) -6.59(4) 

RM3 -1.61 -2.11(4) -1.64(4) -7.66 -4.22(4) -7.59(4) 

lIlP -2.56 -1.74(4) -2.20(4) -13.67 -5.00(4) -14.73(4) 

LCAlL -3.08 -0.98(4) -2.70(4) -8.53 -6.0 1(4) -9.51(4) 

Note : The critical values for unit root tests for full sample are -3.46. -2.88. and -
2.57 at 1%. S% and 10% respective!y and for sub samples the values are -
3.5 I. -2.89. and -2.58 respective!y. 

TABLE 6: Engle-Granger Cointegration Test 
(OF test stastic for the residuals of money demand function) 

MONEY DEMAND 1985:04 -1998:03 1985:04 -1991:06 1991 :07 - 1998:03 

RMI -8.15 -6.62 -6.90 

RM3 -8.40 -6.28 -6.61 

TABLE 7: COintegration Test of Johansen Maximum 
Likelihood Approach for RM1 

NULL ALTERNATIVE 1985:04- 1985:04- 1991 :07- CRrnCAl 
HYPOTHESIS HYPOTHESIS 1998:03 1991:06 1998:03 VALUES 

Trace Trace Trace . Trace Trace 
Test Test Values Values Values 5% 10% 

r = 0 r > 0 65.67 65.31 64.59 29.68 26.79 

r < I r >.1 0.07 I S.26 18.41 1 S .14 13.33 

r < 2 r > 2 - 3.88 3.06 3.76 2.69 

AMA)( AMAX AMAX AMAX AMA)( 
Test Test Values Values Values 5% 10% 

r = 0 r = 1 44.27 38.74 40.28 20.97 18.60 

r = 1 r = 2 0.07 11.38 15.34 14.07 12.07 

r = 2 r = 3 - 3.88 3.06 3.76 2.69 
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TABLE 8: Cointegration Test of Johansen Maximum 
Likelihood Approach for RM3 

NULL ALTERNATIVE 1985:04- 1985:04- 1991 :07· CRrneAl 

HYPOTHESIS HYPOTHESIS 1998:03 1991:06 1998:03 VALUES 

Trace Trace Trace Trace Trace 
Test Test Values Values Values 5% 10% 

r = 0 r>O 44.67 54.00 58.69 29.68 26.79 

r ~ I r > I 0.07 15.26 18.41 15.14 13.33 

r ~ 2 r > 2 - 3.88 3.06 3.76 2.69 

AMAX AMAX AMAX AMAX AMAX 
Test Test Values Values Values 5% 10% 

r = 0 r = I 44.27 38.74 40.28 20.97 18.60 

r = I r = 2 0.07 11.38 15.34 14.07 12.07 

r = 2 r = 3 - 3.88 3.06 3.76 2.69 

Note: r refers to number of cointegrating vectors. 

TABLE 9: Money Demand Relationship Based on Johansen Test 

RM1 RM3 

PERIOD LCALL LIIP ECM LCALL LIIP ECM 

1985 :04-
1998:03 - 0.978 -0.166 - 1.136 -0.055 

1985:04-
1991 :06 -0.050 1.013 -0.155 -0.195 1.267 -0.032 

1991 :07 -
1998:03 -0.072 1.078 -0.134 -0.236 1.345 -0.035 
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